In vivo footprinting with limiting amounts of embryo tissues: a role for C/EBP beta in early hepatic development.
Regulatory factors important for the developmental control of genes have been identified by genetic studies or by examining the ontological expression profiles of proteins that were originally characterized in adult tissues; direct biochemical studies of transcription factors within small amounts of embryo tissues have been limited. We have found that the ligation-mediated PCR (LM-PCR) technique can detect specific dimethylsulfate modifications in genomic DNA from as few as several thousand cells, making it technically feasible to identify protein-DNA interactions in pools of nascent embryo tissues. Herein we show that LM-PCR can reveal methylation protections on the albumin gene enhancer in embryonic mouse hepatocytes, indicating occupancy of a C/EBP factor binding site. Comparison of the in vivo protection pattern with that obtained from the in vitro analysis of different C/EBP isoforms suggests that in embryonic hepatocytes, C/EBP beta is bound to the albumin gene enhancer. Detailed protocols are provided so that the approach can be used to study other genes in developing embryos.